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A Benefit for Demeter

Julia, A Story of Courage
On Sunday, June 26, Demeter
Resources will show the AcademyAward winning film Julia. Julia,
starring Jane Fonda and Vanessa
Redgrave, is a true story of loyalty,
courage and love. It is acclaimed
playwright Lillian Hellman’s tribute
to her remarkable friend and
childhood idol. The surface story
relates an incident in Hellman’s life
when at Julia’s request, Hellman
smuggles money through Nazi
Germany to help secure freedom for
Jews and other political prisoners.
Director Fred Zinnemann creates
a gripping film, setting up a
powerful climactic scene.When
Hellman finally arrives in a smoky
Berlin cafe to deliver the money, her
tense, hurried conversation with
Julia sums up everything about
friendship, political commitment
and growing up.

Demeter is in desperate need of
financial help. Like all non-profit
organizations, we live hand-tomouth. Although our staff is all
volunteer, our expenses still amount
to $400 plus a month. Our sub
scriptions and advertising continue
to grow, but they are not enough to
cover our overhead.
Demeter was founded to be a
source of communication, a network
so that a feminist community could
grow and thrive here. You are
reading the ONLY alternative,
feminist-oriented newspaper
covering the Monterey Bay area.
Demeter is your newspaper.
Keeping Demeter alive financially
is really quite simple. If everyone
reading this article would buy just
two tickets to the film, a cost of only
$10, we could sell out the theater
and make about $800 profit. That

Julia sums up everything about friendship, political commitment
and growing up.

Jane Fonda

A film of great depth and beauty,
Julia also examines Hellman’s
relationship with writer Dashiell
Hammett (Jason Robards).
With two great actresses in their
finest performances — Jane Fonda
as the gritty, determined Hellman
whose one great fear is of being
afraid; Vanessa Redgrave, solemn,
charismatic and overwhelmingly
beautiful, as Julia — this is an
unforgettable film.
Julia won three Academy Awards
in 1977 for Best Supporting Actress,
Best Supporting Actor and Best
Screenplay.
This film showing is a benefit for
Demeter.

money, along with revenue from
subscriptions and advertising,
would keep us publishing for
another eight months.
Alan Webber and John Harris are
donating the use of the Dream
Theater, located at 301 Prescott,
Monterey, for our use.
So please come to the showing of
Julia, on Sunday, June 26 at 1 p.m.
You’ll not only see a wonderful film,
but you’ll be helping to keep
Demeter alive.
See you there.
Tickets are available at the
theater during normal operating
hours and at the Demeter office.
Call 375-5629 for more information.

River in Concert-A Joyful Event
After a four-year hiatus from live concerts,
River will return to the stage on Saturday, June
18 at the Cabrillo College Theater in Aptos. For
the past few years, River has been writing for
and recording their debut album, “Under
currents,” released this spring on Rising
Records.
River combines a variety of musical styles,
including jazz, folk, country and soft rock, to
create their own unique style. The group, Jerilyn
Munyon, Vicky Blevins, Beth Marlis and Cackie
Gates, has performed throughout Santa Cruz and
Monterey for the past ten years. They have
delighted audiences with their warm, moving
harmonies, beautiful and passionate lyrics and
their musical proficiency.
“Undercurrents” is a product of love and each
song shows it. Starting with the rousing upbeat
of “Take Me to the City” through the melodic
movement of “Babe,” the listener is cap
tured—captured by the sensitivity and strength
of talented women working and creating
together.
Each woman brings to River her own specialty.
Vicky Blevins was raised on country and carries
on the tradition with songs like the foot-stomping

“Two Lives To Live.” Cackie Gates blends soul
and soft rock as in the passion-filled “A Part of
Me.” Beth Marlis is a trained jazz guitarist
highlighted on “Simply Speaking.” And rounding
out the variety is Jerilyn Munyon’s interest in
folk music as demonstrated on her adaptation of a
traditional folk song entitled “Babe.” So
whatever your musical interest, River has
something very special for you.
This concert kicks off River’s Northwest tour
to promote “Undercurrents.”
River will perform songs from “Under
currents” as well as new original tunes and old
favorites to make this concert a joyful event.
Please join Demeter Productions on Saturday,
June 18 at 8 p.m. at the Cabrillo College Theater
for River in concert at last.
Tickets are $4.50, $5.50 and $6.50 on a sliding
scale and are available at Book works, Pacific
Grove; Cymbaline Records, Santa Cruz; Do Re
Mi Records, Carmel; Blue Rhythm Records,
Capitola; and at the door the night of the event.
Please come and give our local musicians a fine
send-off.
For further information please call Demeter at
375-5629.

River, from left to right, Cackie Gates, Vicky
Blevins, Jerilyn Munyon and Beth Marlin.

Ask the Women While You Can
By Linda L. Crowe
There’s a war going on.
Do you hear it?
Do you feel it?
You don’t have to read the news to know it. It’s
here, right here, all around you.
“Are you sure?” you ask. “I haven’t seen the
soldiers or the tanks.
“I’m sure,” I respond. “They’re in good disguise.”
Still you doubt.

Ask Ginny Foat
Who killed her own passivity and birthed her
own feminism, as she rots in jail, a prisoner
without bail. She went too far. She got too
visible.
Ask Shelia Chavez
Whose putrified body was found, half buried,
behind the Monterey Public Library. Her death
certificate had been awaiting completion for
years.
Ask Karen Silkwood
Who took on the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission. A nuisance as vocal as she had to be
quieted at any cost, for good.
Ask the little girl
Who is afraid to shut her eyes in her own bed
at night, dreading violation of her fragile body
and mind by the man she knows as Daddy. She
doesn’t even know that every fourth little girl
around her is living a similar hell.
Ask the old woman
Who was set afire by playing boys as she
worked in her flower garden. She lies now in a
bed surrounded by the dead and tattered tissue
of her own body.
Ask the teenage prostitute
Who cried out to me to find a way for her to
change her life, and I had to turn my back.
Ask the poor woman
Who lies bleeding beside her own bed, too
weak from self-induced abortion to cry or even
whimper for help.
Ask the old woman
Who sits crumpled by the bus stop as three
boys jeer and run away with her purse (which
contains her prayer beads, a wadded-up tissue
and $1.72).
Ask the cleaning woman
Who has worked for years for sub-standard
pay, no sick leave and no benefits, wondering
who will pay her rent while she lies sick from
overwork.
Ask Jennifer Lynn Morris
Who has now been missing for two weeks,

doubtless fallen prey to the sick mind of some
man who probably lives next door to you.
Ask the woman in El Salvador
Who answered a knock at the door one night,
and has been burned, beaten, raped and ravaged
for months in a prison subsidized by our tax
dollars.
Ask the woman
Who rides the subway dreading the filthy
hands that fondle her from out of a faceless
crowd. She doesn’t want to offend anyone by
making a fuss.
Ask the woman
Who smiles, says yes it was good, and turns
away from her husband, to cry herself to sleep
again.
Ask the women
Who chained themselves to the White House
fence in support of their dream of equality.
Ask the woman
Who took her life last month in Big Sur, her
undisclosed miseries too much to bear.
Ask little Tara Burke
Who for 10 months was subjected to horrors
we can’t imagine, and don’t want to, at the hands
of men just like those we meet on every street.
Ask the teenage woman
Who wants a satisfactory birth control
method only to have the law compelled to tell her
parents, probably people to whom she never
could talk anyway.
Ask my grandmother
Who has participated in raising four
generations and who lives on $310 a month in
Social Security and talks all the time about dying.
Ask the six women
Who reported having been raped on the
Monterey Peninsula in the last week, and the 20
others who are still too horrified to report it.
Ask the business woman
Who when surveyed says of course she’d pass
up an important family function if business
demands required it. She’d better answer this
question right!
Ask Sonia Johnson
Who for her need of personal satisfaction and
equality for her sisters, nearly starved to death,
and still became an outcast in a world she had
considered secure.
Ask the old white-haired black woman
Who walks past my office window. The
wrinkles on her beautiful face weren’t all put
there by age.
Ask Dolly Parton
Who has been leered at and lusted after for
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They Don’t Hire ‘Girls’
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I hope you can print the enclosed
article since so many Peninsulans
are forced to work in restaurants
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here.
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When I first came here nearly
four years ago, I applied for a job as
a bartender at Dino’s and was told
that they don’t hire “girls” for that
job, they only use “girls” for cocktail
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years, as she secludes herself within her
monetary riches, afraid to venture into view of a
“fan” who lies waiting to kill her.
Ask the women of China
Who must take the lives of their infant
daughters to allow space for the single male heir.
Ask Bella Abzug
Who crossed the battle lines and got
devoured by the system.
Ask the women
Who watch over their shoulders whenever
they are on the streets in daytime and stay
imprisoned in their apartments after dark.
Ask Martha Mitchell
Who knew all of Washington and told it and
was sacrificed for doing so.
Ask the student
Who hears no women’s names in her history
class, save Mrs. O’Leary and her cow and Betsy
Ross.
Ask the woman in the office
Who has to make the coffee and is expected to
smile when referred to as Mr. Executive’s girl.
Ask the woman
Who leaves her children by themselves all
day in a filthy tenement while she works just to
feed them, never mind feed herself.
Ask the lesbian woman
Who gets harassed and called a “fucking
dyke” when she just walks across the parking lot.
Ask the young woman
Who walks into her school library and finds
Our Bodies, Ourselves and Ms. are no longer
available, too controversial according to the
School Board.
Ask the lonely scarred woman
Who doesn’t believe her husband will kill her
in his blind rages, but lives in constant fear that
he will.
Ask all the women
If you can, while you can.
I hear a war.
I feel a war.
I see the lives and bodies of women falling all
around me.
I see goals smashed and our revolutionaries
imprisoned.
I see women being raped and beaten.
Declare the war, my sisters. Go ahead. Don the
garb, pick up your weapons. The enemy is in our
midst. His guises and disguises are many and
effective, but he remains so easy to identify.
With the recognition can come the declaration.
We are at war.

waitresses.
I have been continually infuriated
by experiencing and hearing about
situations similar to that.
The LaPlaya Hotel was sold
recently and the waitresses there
were told that men, all men, waiters
will be employed.

group effort being taken against
bosses who see males as the answer
to a diner’s dream.
Carol Feeney
Seaside
(Editor's Note: Ms. Feeney's
article appears on page 4.)

The purpose of my article is to
make people aware of what’s going
on in eating establishments. This, I
hope, will raise their wrath, in
dignation and empathy enough to
take some action to let management
know that their practices are
repugnant.
I hope that the article will
generate responses which in turn
will require answers. Such an ex
change could result in organized

Pervasive Sexism
Editor:
I was glad to see Rosemary
Matson’s letter to Leon Panetta in
last month’s Demeter. He, along
with other male legislators, needs
his consciousness raised regarding
the subtle and pervasive sexism in
our culture.
Joan Weiner
Monterey

notes from Demeter
Our next issue of Demeter will be
our special summer issue combining
events and articles for the second
half of July and all of August.
Subscribers should receive their
copies around July 15. Please note
deadline changes for copy on
calendar pages. For September,
we’ll be back on schedule.

On Monday, June 13, Demeter
will have a meeting and potluck
dinner at our office (229 17th Street,
Pacific Grove). This will be the real
thing! Everybody is welcome.
Please come and help save our
paper from extinction! Starts at 6
p.m. Call 375-5629 for more in
formation.

national news briefs —
Compiled by Her Say

Sing Us No War Songs
The stress of the Vietnam War is
far from over for women who served
there.
That’s according to researcher
Jenny Schnaier, who surveyed 90
female members of the Vietnam
Veterans of America. Schnaier
found that about one-third of these
women entertained thoughts of
suicide from one to nine times a
month. Almost 20 per cent also
reported feeling depressed and
alienated from others as often as 15
to 30 times a month.
Schnaier says these symptoms
are typical of post-traumatic stress
disorder, a cluster of psychological
problems common to Vietnam
veterans but rarely acknowledged
as affecting women veterans.
Schnaier undertook her study
after
discovering
that
no
psychological profiles had been done
on the eight to 10 thousand women
who served in the Vietnam War.
Schnaier says the information for
more detailed studies does exist in
government files, but, she notes, the
government has never gotten
around to compiling that in
formation or entering it into its
computers.

Knowing Priorities
The quote of the week comes from
Erica Bouza, anti-nuclear activist
and wife of the Minneapolis police
chief.
Bouza was one of 130 protesters
arrested recently and charged with
trespassing at Honeywell Incor
porated’s headquarters. Bouza said
getting arrested was the “last

thing” she wanted to do. “But,” she
added, “if you think of the difference
between nuclear war and a police
chief being slightly embarrassed,
that’s not much of a compar ison, is
it?”
The demonstrators were released
after being given misdemeanor
citations. They face up to three
months in jail or a $500 fine.

New Twist To Some
Very Old Tunes
Luis Valdez, the founder of the
California—based
El Teatro
Campesino and the author of the
play-turned-film Zoot Suit, has now
turned his artistic attention to the
issue of violence against women.
Valdez and El Teatro recently
opened their new production,
Corridos, in San Francisco. The
presentation consists of a cross
section of folk ballads — or
corridos — from Mexican and
Mexican-American traditions.
The theme of violence against
women arose, says Valdez, after
female members of the troupe and
the early audiences questioned
some of the corridos’ messages
about women. The critics, according
to Valdez, were “curious as to why
women were put down” in many of
the corridos and “why so much
violence was directed at women.”
Taking the criticism to heart,
Valdez dropped one of the ballads
and inserted two new ones that
focus more closely on men’s
treatment of women.
Valdez notes that the origins of
specific corridos are usually lost
through the years. Says the
director, “actually, for all we know,
women could have written some of
the ones we use now.”

Legal Help Available
Women who are trying to decide
whether to take birth control
manufacturers to court can now
turn somewhere for preliminary
advice.
The National Women’s Health
Network has set up a litigation
information service to inform
women on such medical products as
the Daikon shield intra-uterine
device, the injectible contraceptive
Depo-Provera, and the various birth
control pills.
One network staff member says
the litigation information service
was established to advise the lay
person who “wouldn’t even know
how to begin a case.”

Americans Voting
Their Consciences
More and more Americans are
voting their consciences this yearat the annual meetings of companies
in which they hold stock.
One
concern
of activist
shareholders is to get some of
America’s biggest corporations to
pay more attention to women and
minorities. And, according to the
Interfaith Center on Corporate
Responsibility, a New York-based
coalition of religious stockholders,
some of these investors’ efforts are
working.
The ICCR reports that in one
case, executives of the J.P. Morgan
Company have accepted a
stockholder resolution aimed at
improving the pay scales for female
and minority employees of the
financial firm.
Under that plan, the company will

organize a committee to look over
its employment practices, in ad
dition to exploring the establish
ment of a comparable worth project.
A similar request for a review
committee was initiated at the
annual meeting of the Westinghouse
Company in Boston April 27. Dara
Demmings of the ICCR notes that,
until recently, that company
maintained separate pay scales for
men and women working in its
manufacturing operations.
Demmings added that activist
shareholders also have some
changes in mind for the giant ITT
corporation. At that firm’s recent
meeting in London, stockholders
presented a resolution calling for
the company to reveal statistics on
its employment of women and
minorities. That’s information,
according to Demmings, that has
never before been shared with the
public.

Problems in Pills
The latest issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine
rep'dfts that some brands of birth
control pills can lead to heart
trouble.
The Journal says that Norlestrin,
Ovral, Demulen and Ovulen raise
the levels of a type of cholesterol
linked to heart disease.
Researchers are recommending
that doctors “use caution” in
prescribing pills whose main
ingredient is the hormone progestin
to women who already have a high
risk of heart disease. These patients
include women who smoke, are
overweight, or are over 35.
Study director Patricia Wahl also
voiced concern about the new “mini
pills,” which she says are based on a
similar formula.

Looking Beyond Tomorrow
Planned Parenthood of Monterey
County recently hosted over 200
people attending the Western
Region Conference of the Planned
Parenthood Federation of America.
Delegates represented volunteers
and staff from 44 Planned Paren
thood affiliates in 14 states, from as
far away as Alaska.
The conference theme was
“Looking Beyond Tomorrow.”
Participants examined the impact
that advances in medical technology
and societal changes will have on
the reproductive health care field
during the next 10 years.
According to Rosann Wisman,
Executive Director of Planned
Parenthood of Monterey, the
Western Region chose to discuss
issues affecting the future of
Planned Parenthood at this year’s
meeting because rapid advances,
particularly in the medical field,
have made such examination crucial
for providing services. “Planned
Parenthood cannot lose sight of the
fact that technological and ethical
considerations will continue to have
a tremendous impact on the family
planning field,” she said.
Janine
Robinette,
board
president of Planned Parenthood of
Monterey County, welcomed the
conference delegates to the Mon
terey Peninsula and introduced
Jean Mahoney of Florida, chair
person of Planned Parenthood
Federation of America. Ms.
Mahoney presented a special gift to
an honored guest, Emma McCoy of

San Mateo, who, with her late
husband, has contributed more than
$500,000 to Planned Parenthood.
A special guest speaker at the
opening ceremony was renowned
photographer, writer, and en
vironmentalist Ansel Adams.
Warmly received by the audience
with a standing ovation, Adams
spoke briefly and without notes,
encouraging the audience to con
tinue efforts to educate people,
especially “those people who are
transmitters of ideas.
“When I began in conservation in
1919,” Adams said, “the focus was
forests . . . (now) it includes
everything that is alive. We’re all
working together to make a better
world and a more livable world,” he
concluded.
In keeping with the conference
theme, a panel of physicians and
professors discussed the en
vironment in which Planned
Parenthood will exist in 1993. The
panel included Dr. Iris Litt,
Children’s Hospital, Stanford
University; Dr. Phillip R. Lee,
Institute for Health Policy Studies,
University of California at San
Francisco; Paul David, Ph.D.,
Department of Economics, Stanford
University; Dr. George Walter,
Institute for Health Policy Studies,
University of California Santa Cruz;
Sheila Johanssen, Ph.D., Depar
tment of Demography, University
of California, Berkeley; and Dr.,
David Minkler, University of San
Francisco.

Dr. Minkler expressed his belief
that while in recent years women
have been postponing childbearing
into their 30’s, this pattern will not
be repeated in the future. There will
be some increase in fertility among
the affluent in our society, he
believes, and also a tendency
toward earlier marriages.
“These changes will be ac
companied by concerns about the
right timing for childbearing. There
will be an emphasis on what is the

best time for childbearing in twocareer families,” he said.
“Meanwhile, the problems of
adolescent pregnancy and recourse
to abortion are not apt to go away.”
Dr. Johanssen anticipates that by
1993 there will be a switch from
unwanted births to a demand for
more births. “Increasingly, women
will turn to Planned Parenthood for
help in having children,” she said.
The agency “must learn to help
older career women who want to
(Continued on page 5)

Casa Joaquin de Soto

community news & events

Take a Tip From a Waitress
By Carol Feeney
(Author’s Note: The spelling of
womon, womyn and cock-tail
waitress are for political purposes.)
There are nearly 500 restaurants
on the Monterey Peninsula. In the
food service industry, 91 percent of
the people who wait tables are
women. Yet the most comfortable
and lucrative jobs, serving dinners
in expensive restaurants, are
reserved for men.
Women are disproportionately
assigned to day shifts where menu
prices are lower, the pace frenetic,
work conditions wearing (may we
please have five separate checks?)
and as cock-tail waitresses (not
bartenders) who, in many instances,
are forced to wear provocative
uniforms.
In Monterey County, only about
60 restaurants are represented by a
union. In the non-union restaurants
we work all hours, split shifts,
weekends and holidays at straight
time. Our families are alone and we
are unable to participate in any of
the festivities year after year.
We work six days and even seven
days per week at minimum wage, no

overtime, no benefits of any kind,
and in most cases with no breaks.
When it’s slow we’re sent home
early, or laid off.
Hours aren’t guaranteed, nor is
job security.
In addition to food service duties,
and side work filling salt and pepper
shakers, sugar containers, etc., we
are required to sweep, dust, wash
windows and other cleaning chores.
Further, we tip other workers out
of our tips. Depending on the
restaurant, we could be tipping
cooks,
bartenders,
cocktail
waitresses, dish washers, and bus
boys (they’re mostly boys).
Where I worked it was customary
to “tip out” 10 percent to the cock
tail waitress (the vast majority are
womyn), and 15 percent to the bus
boy. Thus, our daily take after
smiling, bowing and scraping
through the most tension-filled
situations is considerably reduced.
Because of our being kept out of
the “Boys Club,” higher percentage
tipping shifts and establishments,
waitresses are earning less money
than waiters. Even in the
restaurant business womyn earn 59
cents to every $1 earned by a male.

Restaurant owners try to create
ferences in wages, ask for the food
an atmosphere that will attract
and beverage manager, or the
customers. They see food servers as
owner, and make an inquiry as to
part of this. Therefore, black coated,
why you’re surrounded by the
white shirted men and boys in bow
patriarchy.
ties and tails add to the
State that you would like to see
sophistication that such nice
women in these positions, and in
surroundings require. Who better
fact that you prefer being waited on
than males could lend to the dignity
by a womon. Some places might
and class of an establishment? So,
have ONE waitress, but don’t forget
the penguins prevail!
womyn constitute 52 percent of the
The Fandango is a Basque
population.
restaurant that just opened and is a
If you’re organizing or par
huge success. They have all waiters
at night. A woman I know who ticipating in a banquet, private
party, fundraiser, conference,
works days there would love to
wedding
or any other social activity
work nights.
Even in union places such as the which requires service, request that
Sardine Factory, the Hyatt, the you be served by a female. In such
Holiday inns, ad discriminitum, the instances the tip of at least 15
percent is usually guaranteed.
boys have the plush, posh jobs.
Women who eat out and care Women in many cases are routinely
about other women, feminists, can excluded from these jobs. (Oh, the
probably assist us in correcting the trays are too heavy for a woman to
unfairness and discriminatory handle!)
nature of these circumstances.
Take a tip from a waitress:
The first step is to observe and be Woman Are In The Restaurants
aware of who is serving you, and Every Saturday and Sunday.
when and where. Try and compare Please, request, demand, ask or
and contrast the amount of tips that plead for our services. We need and
waitresses vs. waiters get. After want to make as much money as a
you’re aware of the crass dif man for equal work.

Seneca Falls
Peace Camp
Women for Life on Earth chained to fence at Greenham Common-Cruise Missile siteSuPPort:- Women's Peace Camp,Main Gate, RAF Grnhm Common.

What About
The Russians?

When someone asks "What about
the Russians?” would you like to be
able to give an answer from a first
hand experience of having recently
been to the USSR, met and talked
with Soviet people and come to your
own conclusions? You can. It is
easier than you think!
Rosemary Matson and Patricia
Schroeder announce a new Peace
Makers Tour to the USSR
scheduled to leave on August 15.
This will be a second tour organized
and led by these two feminist peace
activists.
Last November, they took 21
women and Schroeder’s 8-year-old
son to the USSR for 15 days of
intense dialogue with Soviets on the
subject of the arms race and peace.
"With these tours we hope to add
momentum to friendship, un
derstanding and trust between

ordinary people of the United States
and the Soviet Union,”Matson said.
"We believe it is important to do
this as it is imperative that our two
countries work, together to avert a
nuclear holocaust and begin to build
a sane and peaceful world. ”
The August journey, 20 days in
length, will provide an opportunity
to meet with peace activists in six
cities—Alma Ata, Tbilsi, Erevan,
Kiev, Moscow and Leningrad. The
group is also scheduled to meet with
the Soviet Women’s Committee, to
visit schools and libraries,
and
art museums, and to attend cultural
events. The tour will be limited to
30 participants.
Anyone wishing information on
this program, whether as a tour
member or stay-home supporter, is
urged to write to Rosemary Matson,
Valle Vista, Carmel Valley, CA.

PEACE MAKERS
TOUR USA-USSR

By Judy Roth and Alison Kim
In 1590, the women of the
Iroquois Nation met in Seneca to
demand an end to war among the
tribes. In July of 1848, Seneca Falls
was the home of the first women’s
rights convention. And in July of
this year, Seneca Falls will be the
home of the first U.S. Women’s
Peace Encampment, a sister camp
to the Greenham Commons women’s
peace camp in Britain. Through the
course of our history, women have
come together at this site to work
for freedom.
In the midst of such historical
sites as Lexington and Concord,
Seneca Falls had almost forgotten
its own heritage as the birthplace of
the women’s rights movement in
this country. In recent years,
restoration of the home of Elizabeth
Cady Stanton at Seneca Falls has
finally begun.
The hall of the first women’s
rights convention is still a laun
dromat downtown, awaiting funds
so that it, too, can be restored.
Because of economic reasons and
the hope for tourism, 475 acres have
been dedicated to a national
historical park honoring the con
tributions of the women who lived
and worked in the area, an honor
long overdue.
Like the Iroquois women of the
past, meeting with the desire for
peace, and those at the first
women’s rights convention, fighting
for representation in a maledominated society, thousands of
women from all across the country
will come together once again in a
united struggle for both peace and
freedom.
This time the meeting is to
protest the Pershing II missiles,
neutron bombs and other
destructive weapons of war stored
at the Seneca Falls Army Depot for
deployment to Europe, where they
will be just six minutes away from

destroying the Soviet Union.
Through our struggles as women,
we have gained the knowledge and
understanding that peace and
freedom are intricately connected.
As we expand our views of the
world, we realize that without peace
we will never achieve freedom.
War and destruction are the
beasts perpetuated by greedy self
interest causing suffering and
oppression.
We can begin to look at our lives
as sisters, mothers and friends
across the globe.
All the countries on this earth
must stop pouring energy into
machines for killing.
As women across the planet, we
must come to the aid of life with our
basic instinct of survival and call for
an end to war.
So here we will meet once again
to learn our united purpose and
understand how to move together to
transform the current destructive
forces on our planet.
We need your help! Funds are
being raised by the Monterey
chapter of WAND(Women’s Action
for Nuclear Disarmament) to send
Monterey Peninsula women to the
Seneca Falls Peace Encampment,
July 4-August 31,1983. Send con
tributions to WAND Seneca Falls
account, P.O. Box 1462, Carmel
Valley, CA 93924.
We are working to document this
event and need donations of film,
blank cassettes, portable tape
recorder (s), photography equip
ment and expertise, a good working
portable typewriter, camping
equipment, effective mosquito
repellant and, of course, financial
support. Contact Alison at (408) 3750550 (home) or 649-2048 (work).
For West Coast women in
terested in traveling together, Lynn
Zanetta is organizing a one-way bus
trip to arrive by the ppening date of
July 4. Call 375-7851 for more in
formation.

profile

Alice Walker, ADelicate Artist

In the novel Meridian, she shows us the life of a
young woman, a civil rights activist in the south;
the story of her life is a story which celebrates
human possibilities for change and love. In the
book, Meridian comes to understand that “the
respect that she owed her life was to continue,
against whatever obstacles, to live it . . .
she
moves beyond her separate life to become part of
a greater whole.
Walker continually celebrates the strength and
beauty of Black women, the way they’ve found to
survive and grow and raise their children in spite

She reminds us of the importance of honoring all
of our mothers ’ creativity so that we can find our
own.
Often her stories focus on issues with which
many women are grappling now. In her collection
of stories You Can’t Keep a Good Woman Down,
are pieces about pornography, abortion, rape,
marriage, women’s friendships which are
complicated. Also in this book is a very funny
story titled Nineteen Fifty-five about a famous
white singer , The Emperor of Rock and Roll, and
an old Black woman who wrote one of the songs
he sings. She is not a bit impressed with his fame.
He is very impressed, however, with the way she
lives her life and understands the world.
Sometimes in her work Walker reaches into
the past , drawing on the writings of women like
Zora Neale Hurston who recorded folklore of the
Black south and wrote stories of resourceful,
humorous, loving, surviving women. In The
Revenge of Hannah Kemhoff, which is found in
Walker’s book of short stories, In Love and
Trouble, a voodoo curse is used with great ef
fectiveness to punish a mean-minded social
worker. Hurston would have loved this story.
Always Walker’s view is optimistic. She shows
us the pain and difficulty in women’s lives, but
she also shows us the human possibilities for
transcending oppression. In her poem The
Nature of this Flower is to Bloom, she writes:
Rebellious. Living
Against the Elemental Crush.
A Song of Color
Blooming
For Deserving Eyes.
Blooming gloriously
For its Self

The
Color
Purple
by
Alice

Walker

Photo © 1982 by L. A. Hyder

of the violence done to them by racism and
poverty. In a fine essay entitled In Search of Our
Mother’s Gardens, she writes a tribute to her
mother, whose creativity found an outlet in the
gorgeous gardens she planted after working all
day in the fields. Walker says:
Because of her
creativity with flowers, even my memories of
poverty are seen through a screen of blooms —
sunflowers, petunias, roses, dahlias, forsythia,
spirea^delpiniums, verbena. . .
• • • 7notice that it is only when my mother is
working in her flowers that she is radiant, almost
to the point of being invisible — except as
Creator: hand and eye. She is involved in work
her soul must have. Ordering the universe in the
image of her personal conception of Beauty.

Walker The Color Purple

By Kate Miller
Alice Walker, poet, novelist, activist, feminist,
won the Pulitzer Prize this year. The book for
which she was honored is called The Color
Purple and is the story of the power of women’s
love to overcome brutality and to create an
energy which allows people to feel beauty and
love that exist everywhere in the world.
This novel is part of an amazing body of work
which Walker has produced for us in the past 15
years. When I sat down to write this review, I
was startled to discover how few “facts” I knew
about Alice Walker. Her poetry, short stories,
essays and novels have such power and are so
sharing of herself and her feelings that I have felt
for a long time as if I knew her very well.

Alice Walker
This is also the message of The Color Purple,
the story of two sisters, Celie and Nellie, who live
in the south in the period between the World
Wars. Nellie goes to Africa as a missionary and
writes letters home which are intercepted before
Celie can see them. Celie has been raped as a
child, has had her children taken from her, has
been brutalized and forced to marry a man who
mistreats her. She has helped Nellie escape the
same fate but feels alone, and is so ashamed
of the things that have happened to her that the
only way she can express her feelings is to write
letters to God. Then her husband brings home his
lover, a blues singer named Shug (for Sugar,
’cause she’s so sweet). Celie falls in love with
Shug , the two women connect and miracles
begin to happen.
Celie and Shug show us that love can change
the world. Since reading their story, I smile
every time I see a purple flower, reminded that
everything in the universe is connected and that
love is more powerful than any other force.
Walker’s writing has great power. Within her
poems and stories she builds an energy which
allows her readers to see the possibilities and
power of human beings. I’ve found it difficult to
give you a real sense of her talent because her
stories and words weave together to make a
whole which can’t be accurately described in
fragments. Once you begin to read her, you’ll see
her delicate artistry and unusual skill. We are
extremely lucky to have her writing for us, and
I’m delighted that the Pulitzer Prize people
showed such rare good sense.

Looking Beyond Tomorrow
(Continued from page 3)
have children.”
Faye Wattleton, president of
Planned Parenthood Federation of
America in New York, gave the
opening address. She described
Planned Parenthood as a grassroots
organization relying on local
volunteers and staff members for its
accomplishments. During the past
year these included lobbying ef
forts, legal expertise, public
education and public relations.
Recent political advocacy efforts
were aimed at proposed parental
notification regulations and helping
to preserve abortion rights.
Providing challenges for the
coming year, Wattleton reminded
her audience of the organization’s
primary mission — to provide
reproductive services. “We enjoy
the support of most Americans,” she
said. “But our success of the past
cannot be viewed as good omen for
the future. We will need to face new
challenges with the same spirit and
courage we’ve had in the past.”
The future for Planned Paren
thood International Programs was
discussed in a luncheon speech by
Daniel Weintraub, vice president

for international programs.
A clergy panel focused on
controversial ethical issues raised
by advances in reproductive medical
technology. Participants included
Reverend Jeffrey Gaines, First
Presbyterian Church, Monterey;
Reverend George Barett, retired
Episcopal Bishop, Santa Barbara;
Reverend Betsy Bennett, St. Paul’s
Episcopal Church, Salinas; Rabbi
Marc Gross, Congregation Beth
Israel, Monterey; and Father Al
Syslo, Catholic Chaplain at the
Defense Language Institute,
Monterey.
Panelists discussed surrogate
mothers and artificial insemination;
sperm banks; invitro fertilization;
and homosexual parenting.
Where applicable, official church
and synagogue positions were ex
plained, though for the most part, in
the absence of such doctrine, the
participants expressed their per
sonal views. Rabbi Gross pointed
out that in the Jewish tradition
there is Bible precedent for
surrogate mothers.
There was general agreement
that these extremely difficult
subjects have wide-reaching im

plications which require a great deal
of study and discussion.
Reverend Barett outlined a
situational approach to the issues in
which decisions would have to be
made individually for each family.

Panelists shared concern both for
the children and the families in
volved in all issues.
Following the formal presen
tations, the audience was invited to
comment and question the panelists.

New Threat to Choice
A new, threatening anti-abortion
amendment will reach the Senate
floor sometime this month for a
vote. The proposed amendment
states: “A right to abortion is not
secured by this Constitution.” If
passed by the Senate and House of
Representatives and ratified by
three-fourths of the states, the
result would be the overturning of
the 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision
legalizing abortion. It would permit
restrictive legislation on a state by
state basis. It would be a first
successful step in eliminating the
right to abortion for all women.
If you are concerned about this,
write letters to Pete Wilson, Senate
Office Building, Washington, D.C.,

20510, or call (415) 556-4307. Your
message can be brief, giving your
name and address. For example:
“Abortion must remain a private
decision. Please oppose all
legislation which would limit access
or place obstacles in the way of a
woman’s right to choose.”
Or,
“Do not let abortion rights be
chipped away. The majority of
people in this country are pro
choice. A vocal minority should not
impose its religious views on the
majority.”
Senator Wilson has not yet made
his position clear on this issue. If
you are concerned, act now.

june june june june june june june june june june June june june june

1

Wednesday

Mothers Support Group begins,
sponsored by the Family Resource
Center. This ongoing group will
meet evenings. Call 394-4622 for
time and registration information.
Limited child care available. No
charge.
Family Resource

5

Sunday

Silent vigil in support of a nuclear
weapons freeze. Colton Hall, Pacific
St., Monterey, 12:30 p.m.

If You Love This Planet, Dr. Helen
Caldicott’s Academy-award winning
film on nuclear war, along with Dr.
Strangelove, will be shown at the
Monterey Institute of International
Studies, 440 Van Buren St., Mon
terey. $5. donation to support
Freeze Coalition. 8:00 p.m.

thursday

Mothering Skills meeting, spon
sored by the Childbirth Education
League. St. Mary’s Episcopal
Church, Central and 12th, Pacific
Grove, 10 a.m.

friday

Saturday

Nonviolence Training. All-day
workshop in Carmel home. Join us
in action for nuclear disarmament.
Call Emily at Demeter, 375-5629, 912 a.m. or leave message on tape.
Book and Backyard Sale, 187 Ocean
View Blvd., Pacific Grove, 8 a.m.noon. All proceeds go to the YWCA
Domestic Violence program and
library.

Women’s Dance for Peace fun
draiser to support Women’s Action
for Nuclear Disarmament in sending
representatives to the first U.S.
women’s peace camp at Seneca
Falls, New York. Amid the dancing
will be a short auction, anti-nuclear
information and Think Peace Tshirts. Japanese American Citizens
League Hall, 424 Adams St.,
Monterey. 8 p.m., $4. Call 649-6065
for information.

Dr. Helen Caldicott

6

monday

Assertiveness Training class taught
by Claudia Daniels and Lynn White
Dixon. Participants will look at
situations that are uncomfortable;
decide what needs to be said in
these situations, and practice
conveying these messages with
increasing ease and comfort. Class
meets Mondays and Wednesdays,
4:30-6 p.m. To register, call Claudia
at 372-6242.
Middle Aging Discussion Group
meets at 7 p.m. Led by Fran
Vashaw. Presented through Quest.
Call 373-2641 for more information
or to register. $6. fee.

8

Wednesday

Bisexuality Support Group meets.
Call 394-3954 for more information.

THINK
PEACE

WILPF (Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom) and
WAND (Women’s Action for
Nuclear Disarmament), two of the
most important and active
organizations in the peace
movement today, were founded by
women, one in 1915 and the other in
1978. On Friday, June 10, the
Monterey Peninsula chapters of
WILPFand WAND offer a pot-luck
supper at the Crossroads Com
munity Room at 6:30 p.m. followed
by an evening of “herstory” as they
recount their beginnings with
slides, posters and presentations.
Plan to attend, bring a friend and
something to share for supper.

9

tuesday

Share information about Seneca
Falls Peace Encampment. Com
munity meeting at 321 Eardley,
Pacific Grove, 7:30 p.m. A chance to
share ideas you want taken to
Seneca and an opportunity to share
goals. For more information call Aly
at 749-2048 (work) or 375-0550
(home).

15

Wednesday

NOW meeting, Monterey Public
Library, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday

MPC Spring Dance Concert, 8 p.m.,
MPC Theater.

The Rape Crisis Center will hold
its 8th annual auction June 12 at
The Club in Monterey.
Works by such prominent artists
as Alison Stilwell Cameron, Marsha
Searle and Clarence Woods will be
on display for all to bid on. Dinners
out on the town, mountain retreats
and much more will be auctioned off.
Ron Blair will provide music.
Tickets are $5 in advance or $6 at
the door.
Your participation in this fundraiser will enable the Rape Crisis
Center to continue providing the
crisis line services and awarenessprevention education programs to
the community.
The doors open at 2 p.m. and the
auction will last until 6 p.m.

13

14

NATIONAL

Nonviolence Training. All-day
workshop in Carmel home. Join us
in action for nuclear disarmament.
Call Emily at Demeter, 375-5629, 912
a.m. or leave message on tape.

Lesbian Rap Group meets, 7:30 p.m.
For more information, call 624-2133.

4

MPC Spring Dance Concert, 8 p.m.,
MPC Theater.

11

Poetry workshop. MPC Room B6, 7
p.m. Bring poems to share. Call 6256350 for more information.

3

friday

Lesbian Rap Group meets, 7:30 p.m.
For information, call 624-2133.

CENTER

2

10

july july july July july July july July July july july july july july july

ORGANIZATION
FOR WOMEN

16

18

Cleaning Up Your Life, a time and
goal management workshop with
Claudia Daniels and Lynn White
Dixon. Learn to accomplish needed
tasks while increasing leisure and
personal time. 10 a.m.-3 p.m., plus
follow-up session. $50. includes
lunch. For more information call
Claudia at 372-6242.

friday

Lesbian Rap Group meets, 7:30 p.m.
For information, call 624-2133.

Lesbian Rap Group meets, 7:30 p.m.
For information, call 624-2133.
Deadline for Calendar items for
Demeter Summer issue.

of the

Saturday

River in concert, 8 p.m., Cabrillo
College Theater, Aptos.

6

Bisexuality Support Group meets.
Call 394-3954 for more information.

14

tuesday

Salinas Valley Democratic Club
meets in Room E, Community
Center, 940 North Main St., Salinas,
7:30 p.m. Call 757-2115 for more
information.

River

Wednesday

Bisexuality Support Group meets.
Call 394-3954 for more information.

26

friday
Mark your calendar now for
Saturday, August 6 and the 4th
annual YWCA Women’s Walk-Run.
You can be a participant in the 5k
(3.1 mile) walk or run, or the
10k(6.2) run and join 200 girls and
women expected to enter this year.
You can also volunteer for one of the
five committees that make this
event so sucessful: course, start
finish, sponsorships, refreshments
or public relations.
The 4th annual YWCA Women’s
Walk-Run is open to girls and
women of all ages and capabilities.

Saturday

JULIA

Sunday

A Benefit for Demeter

Sunday, June 26 1 p.m.
Dream Theater

Mothering Skills meeting, spon
sored by the Childbirth Education
League, St. Mary’s Episcopal
Church, Central and 12th, Pacific
Grove, 10 a.m.

friday

Lesbian Rap Group meets, 7:30 p.m.
For information, call 624-2133.

12

$5.00

tuesday

Salinas Valley Democratic Club
meets in Room E, Community
Center, 940 North Main St., Salinas,
7:30 p.m. Call 757-2115 for more
information.

15

friday

California NOW Annual State
Conference at the Hyatt Hotel in
Oakland. Monterey Chapter will
have information on agenda and
room reservations. Registration
$25. for the three-day event. 3725947 for more information.

Monterey Peninsula
Chapter
P.O. Bax 222883
Carmel, Ca 93922*2883

Lesbian Rap Group meets, 7:30 p.m.
For information, call 624-2133.

20

Wednesday

thursday

Mother’s Support Group begins,
sponsored by Family Resource
Center. This ongoing group will
meet mornings. Call 394-4622 for
time and registration information.
Limited child care available. No
charge.

Sunday

Silent vigil in support of a nuclear
freeze. Colton Hall, Monterey, 12:30
p.m.

Linda Waterfall in concert, MPC
Music Hall, 8 p.m.

18

friday

1

3

25

Big Demeter meeting and potluck
dinner. This will be the real thing.
All staff urged to attend and all
interested persons more than
welcome. Help save our paper from
the doldrums! 6 p.m., 229 17th St.,
Pacific Grove.

Natural Family Planning Class
offered through Planned Paren
thood of Monterey County. This
method requires training in ob
servance of certain body signs to
determine fertility and is used
successfully both by couples who
desire pregnancy and those who
don’t. For more information or to
register, call 373-1691.

Lesbian Rap Group meets, 7:30 p.m.
For information, call 624-2133.

monday

tuesday

MONTEREY PENINSULA

24

thursday

8

The YWCA of the Monterey
Peninsula is offering a series of
four classes aimed at teaching high
school girls fundamentals of computer programming and word
processing. These classes will be
held on the four Saturdays in June,
from 9 a.m.-noon, at the YWCA.
Participants will learn through a
hands-on approach, using an Apple
IIe computer, and will have the
opportunity to write a simple
program, compose a letter, and, yes,
to play computer games.
The entire series of computer
classes costs $12 for members, $15
for non-members. To pre-register,
or for more information, call the
YWCA at 649-0834.

22

7

DEMETER

Mothering Skills meeting, spon
sored by the Childbirth Education
League. St. Mary’s Episcopal
Church, Central and 12th, Pacific
Grove, 10 a.m.

17

monday

Demeter deadline for copy for
Summer issue.

28

YWCA

thursday

27

Saturday

Wednesday

NOW meeting, Monterey Public
Library, 7:30 p.m.

Bisexuality Support Group meets.
Call 394-3954 for more information.

Women in wheelchairs are en
couraged to participate.
In 1982, the Walk-Run included
more than 220 entrants who walked
and ran along the ocean course in
Pacific Grove. Full details on special
prizes, t-shirts, entry fees, age
categories and time of event will be
published in the next issue.
Registration forms are available
at the YWCA on El Dorado Street
in Monterey. To volunteer, call
Susan Silver at 649-0834. All profits
from the Walk-Run go to support
YWCA programs.

Sappho’s Isle

Requiem For Two Corpses
Starring Mother and Dad

The theme for Sappho's Isle this June is
“Portraits”: we have been given for this month
an astounding gallery of women.
Our Summer issue, to be published about July
15, will feature poems and graphics relating to
“Mother Earth.” Please submit work by June 27.
We are happy to respond to all submissions if you
include a stamped self-addressed envelope.

Every year, she grew gladiolas. They bordered
an asphalt tongue poking driveway between the
teeth of a red picket fence. Bright and bizarrely
marked. Pseudo butterfly orchids erupting color
in triple rows from their crisp, slanting stalks. I
plant these just for daddy, she says. Parting the
autumn earth with her fingers and heeling corms
in. Come May, she uses a steak knife to behead
each spear of its blooms. Impaling sliced gladiola
stems upon the steel prongs of a florist’s frog.
Cluttering windowsills and tabletops with
funereal scented clusters. Your father’s favorite
flower. She edges past the blaring t.v. where he
sprawls, snoring, on the livingroom rug. Just for
daddy, she says. Arranging gladiola crammed
jars on both sides of his head.

The It’s Not Happening Rag

He takes his fears
And tears her apart
He wipes his nose
She gets his snot
She goes to her pastor
wet with tears
And he says
in no uncertain terms,
“Honey go back —
be a good wife ”
(You 're just his little snot rag,
monogrammed for life)
She's just a snot rag,
A dirty snot rag
His filthy snot rag
A black and
Blue-Blue-Blue
snot rag

She can’t dance.
She can’t talk
She can’t do nothing at all
but
StaU-StaU-Stall
And hope her life
will not be all
just a snot rag,
a bloody snot rag
— Nancy Hendryx

Once
Once I watched you walk on campus
From one building to another.
I leaned against the cold concrete and
Unbeknownst to you, quite simply watched you
walk.
And I said to myself, "What a woman”,
"What a walk”, "What a purpose she has”.
Woman —
Walk—
Purpose.
I love my gut reactions — they are always
So perfect.

— Jennifer Lagier
Mama Chuey
I cried today. . .
I thought of you
Your warm eyes smiling in the morning
Your laughter ringing through the
morning glories.
How many times you stroked me.
How much love you gave me
How many years of your life
were spent giving?
You taught me well, o old one
Your smiles have spread across my heart.
Your memories will forever be with me.
Time to let goo old one.
Time to become a vision of history.
Time for memories to flow through
your great grandchildren.
How I hold on my Grandmother.
How I don’t want to let you go.
How I am part of you.
You give me strength,
Strong brown skinned Madonna.
You help me to be whole.
Your face holds the lines of time.
Your hands, once smooth,
now tell many stories.
So much you forget now,
closing doors
brushing hair
But does that matter?
You remember our history,
The names of towns, the people, the vestiges
of time
how many memories spin in my mind
my spirit
my heart
my soul
Slowly you teach me to let go,
Let go of you,
Let go of time.
Pain, tears, sorrow,
Feelings I don’t want to feel,
Feelings I must feel.
I’ve watched you feel them all,
Love, joy, happiness. . .
I re tain your memories,
your spirit.
Thoughts of you give me truth,
Truth to know the Sacred Hoop will be
Complete.
You’ve shown me how it must be complete.
Complete as you
0 old one

— Mitra

E.J.A.

Veracity

Rowena always wore
the same hat
for Sunday and good
said it had belonged
to her grandmother
had the original bird
atop its crown
I believe her
every word she ever
said in clothesline,
wrote conversation
on yellow
lined tablet paper
or yelled across the
cow pasture
at sundown friends
— Wilma Elizabeth McDaniel

Face-ts

Aunt Fanny

I sketched your face
And had it ‘"right"
‘Til you turned;
A slight turn,
Still you.

And about my paintings
Says if you are going to waste
Money on paint and canvas
Why don't you do my portrait
Have something decent on the wall
Replace those abstract things
You’ve done called Snake or Rabbit
Says anyone with half an eye
Would know they are
Really a bunch of oversized penises
When she decided to go back to Chicago
I got a ticket for speeding
On the way to the airport

And I wondered:
Is any image
Ever
‘‘Right"?

— Frances Vashaw

— Dorothy Rose

Claudia: Cloudia

Whoever You Are, I Remember

Opening an umbrella over a table
covered with pressed linen
young Claudia, the ballerina
reached for and grasped a glass
of properly chilled Lambrusca.

It's been thirty years since I saw her:
A swinging wreck of a woman, struggling
to keep her balance, a rolling motion
as her child-body staggered and her
oversized head bobbed and her stubby legs
rolled to keep her intact on the sidewalk.
She was a monstrosity really and the hints
of deformity assaulted those who met her
with a shocking, hammering staccato
as she plopped, almost falling, onto
a rock in the garden and she sat, panting.
The inglorious descent onto the rock
and her fumbling state caused heads to turn
in surprise and shock. The woman had no arms.
So many years ago and still the memory
of that lonely, unknown child-woman brings tears
to my eyes and I regret not answering her then
as she sat, struggling for breath.
She had panted, "It's a lovely day today. ”
And now I wonder — where were your loved
ones then,
strange lady?Surely someone cared?

Retiring like a great, thin trout,
she disciplined her bamboo chair and spoke,
“I"and then ‘‘won’t”and then "listen”.
Tilt of glass with glossy hand,
abalone lids closed and then opened,
ballerina legs and white silk shoes
startled the grass as she left.

One, fine, light filled drop of wine
remained on the angular linen.

— Linda Joan Miller c 1980

ToK.M.

She weaves her strength
in and out of my
life
letting me know
her own uniqueness
and allowing me
mine
Her energy consumes
my apathy to learn and
ignites
in me a passion to explore
the history of women
reborn
on her lips.

- J.S. Wise

— Joyce M. Chobanian

books
By Kate Miller

Mists of Avalon
Bradley, Marion Zimmer. The
Mists of Avalon. New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1982.
This huge (876 pages), intensely
interesting and satisfying new novel
by Marion Zimmer Bradley retells
the story of King Arthur and
Camelot from the perspectives of
the women in the story. Much of the
book is in the voice of Morgan La
Fey, Morgaine of the Fairies, halfsister to Arthur and a powerful
priestess of the mother goddess. It
is also the story of Gwenefywr,
Christian queen and timid, fearful
woman.
As the story unfolds, we witness
the struggle between the old female
centered religion and the new
Christian beliefs which proclaim
that women are less than human.
Avalon is a beautiful island, the
center of goddess worship, which
retreats further and further into the
mists as time goes by.
Morgaine loses her way and then

is given another chance to redeem
her power; she finds joy, but not in
the places she expected to en
counter it. At the end of the tale,
although she does not triumph, she
is able to see the pattern as a whole.
Bradley shows us exactly what it
would mean to be raised in a culture
where women are powerful and
strong; she also shows us the results
of training which says women are
meek, weak, and guilty for “sins.”
This is a marvelous adventure
story; after reading it you will never
be able to think of the knights of the
round table in the same old way.

The Diviners
Lawrence,
Margaret.
The
Diviners. Toronto: Bantam Books,
1975 (originally published by
Knopf, 1974).
Morag Gunn is an independent
woman, strong, creative, brilliant,
often lonely. This vivid novel shows
us the story of her life, from her
painful childhood in a small-minded
northern prairie town in Manitoba

through her mature years as a
writer and mother.
Morag reaches for life with both
hands; she also refuses to com
promise herself to buy love or
security. As she shows us her past,
in a series of memories she calls
“memorybank movies,” we see her
learning how to claim her life on her
own terms. Sometimes she makes
detours; for example, she spends 10
years as a “child bride” to an older
husband.
The choices that she makes often
extract a high price—her love
relationships with men are not
permanent, her relationship with
her daughter is sometimes difficult.
Yet, by the end of the story it’s clear
she has been successful in every
way that really matters. This is a
special book which I found per
sonally helpful as I evaluate my own
life choices.

Number Our Days
Myerhoff, Barbara. Number Our
Days. New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1978.

This beautiful book is a
description of old Jewish people
who gather at a senior citizen’s
center in Venice, California.
Anthropologist Barbara Myerhoff
spent four years, from 1973 through
1977, with these women and men,
and she has given us their stories as
they triumph over old age, ill health,
poverty and death. Most of them
come from the ghettos of Eastern
Europe, survivors of the Holocaust,
bringing with them Yiddish culture
andlife.
They were successful raising
their children in America, so suc
cessful that their children and
grandchildren have little in common
with them. So, they reach toward
each other for mutual support. They
are vital, verbal, argumentative,
generous, difficult, passionate.
Myerhoff shows us how they use
rituals and storytelling to sustain
themselves and to continue their
culture and to make sense of their
lives. Intensely Jewish, sturdy,
humorous, these women and men
shows us wonderful models for
aging with courage and grace. Their
stories are important and need to be
told everywhere.

Music as Lovely as Her Name
On Saturday, June 25, KAZU
radio station will present Linda
Waterfall and Scott Nygaard in
concert at the Monterey Peninsula
College Music Hall, 8 p.m.
Linda Waterfall has been a
musician well known in the Pacific
Northwest for many years. In 1977
she recorded her first album,
“Mary’s Garden”, which illustrated
her strong guitar technique and
appealing melodic voice. “My
Heart Sings” followed in 1979. It
was a collage of jazz, folk, rock,
country and even Renaissance
musical styles. Her third album,
“Bananaland,’’ was her first LP
working with a band focusing on
rock and roll. All feature her
trademarks: meaty lyrics, distin
ctive upper vocal harmonies, and a
sweet tooth for pretty melodies.
“My problem, from a commercial
standpoint, is that I’m not a jazz
person, I’m not a classical person,
I’m not strictly rock and roll or
strictly folk,” she says. With
Stravinsky, Jefferson Airplane and
Miles Davis as her major influences,
this self-description of Waterfall’s
music is apt. Her music is one that
cannot be easily categorized and
provides a fascinating listening
experience.

In 1979 Waterfall was named
Seattle’s best solo artist by KZAMSeattle Sun Arts Poll, stating
“Linda Waterfall’s voice is
refreshing and crisp and hauntingly
sensual.”
Joining her will be Scott
Nygaard, who first attracted at
tention when he won first prize at
the Festival of American Fiddle
Tunes in 1977. A gifted composer
and arranger, he is a founding
member
of the
Hurricane
Ridgerunners and Holly and the
Harmonics. He is a faculty member
of the Puget Sound Guitar
Workshop.
Waterfall and Nygaard have been
collaborating since 1981. They will
be celebrating the release of their
new album “Everything Looks
Different” on Trout Records.
Though one is reminded of Reilly
and Maloney harmonies, Waterfall
and Nygaard are unique. Here and
there a flash of Waterfall’s years of
classical training, Nygaard’s ex
tensive knowledge of jazz, with a
healthy dose of rock, rhythm and
blues, and general down-home
exuberance. One minute you will be
giggling, the next minute won
dering about the universe, or
jumping on your chair while playing

Gordon Carpets

an imaginary guitar.
This concert is a benefit for non
commercial radio KAZU. Please join
them for a magical evening of music,
warmth and intimacy, with Linda
Waterfall and Scott Nygaard.

Tickets are $5 and are available at
Recycled Records, Monterey; Book
works, Pacific Grove; Do Re Mi
Records, Carmel, and at the door.
For further information call KAZU,
375-3082.

Linda Waterfall and Scott Nygaard

Y
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Carpets • Draperies • Vinyl
Mike Davis
310 Grand Avenue
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Office: 372-0521

Demeter Resources
(an endangered species)

OF MONTEREY PENINSULA

KAZU

LISTENER-SUPPORTED RADIO
In Pacific GROVE

HOW CAN WE PAY OUR
BILLS IF YOU DON'T
SUBSCRIBE?

THE LAST EPIDEMIC
Medical Consequences of
Nuclear Weapons and Nuclear War
“THE LAST EPIDEMIC”

Demeter Needs Your Help!
LEARN SKILLS:
•Typesetting
•Layout
•Paste-up
•Editing

CONTRIBUTE:
•Articles
•Poetry
•Graphics
•Time

Call Now 375-5629
or write to us at 229 17th St., Pacific Grove 93950
Job Requirements:
Sense of humor □ Love of sisterhood □ High threshold
to burnout □ fun-loving spirit □ willingness to work with
interesting women
(For MPC Independent Study credit, call Demeter)
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should be seen by
every American who
cares about the
survival of himself, his
descendants, his
country or his species.
It is especially recom
mended to anyone
who believes this
nation or any nation
could "win" a nuclear
war. It may be the most
important program
you will see this year —
or any year."
— San Jose Mercury

FORMAT: 16mm film-36 or 21

minute versions; videocassette
(specify type); audiocassette.
Also available: Spanish version.
THE LAST EPIDEMIC

may be purchased or rented from
Resource Center for Nonviolence

P. O. Box 2324
Santa Cruz, CA 95063
408-423-1626

classifieds
DIANA 5. CASE
marriage, family, child counselor
FRANCES VASHAW, M.A., Counselor, Ego
counseling orientation. Work on transitions,
eating aisoraers, menopause, self-image.
Sliding scale fee. 649-8170.

HELP WANTED: Cleaning person for in
termittent housework — weekly at least
four hours. Please send references and
state your expectations to Suzy Sullens,
P.O. Box 4418, Carmel, CA 93921.

NOTICE: To all my friends and clients. I
am going to be away, taking a threemonth counselor course and will be back
in the end of October. Love, Barbara
Licht-Greenberg

RENTAL: House share situation in Pacific
Grove, 2 blocks from ocean, for non
smoking woman. Available June 25-Sept.
9, $250 per month, negotiable. Call Gwen
or Aly 649-6065.

Edie Broeckelman
Certified Public Accountant
899-2344
WANTED: FINANCIAL SPONSORS. Judy
Roth and Alison Kim are documenting
the first U.S. Women's Peace Encamp
ment at Seneca Falls, N.Y., and need your
assistance. If you'd like to help sponsor
us and the documentation project, call
Alison at (408) 375-0550 (home) or 649-2048
(work) or write P.O. Box 2605, Monterey,
CA 93942-2605.

HALF-TIME LEGAL secretary-paralegal
worker is needed in our two-woman law
firm. Experience is preferred but not
necessary. Typing skills required. Call
373-1993. Stoner and Welsh.

STONER & WELSH
Attorneys
Katherine E. Stoner, Michelle A. Welsh
229 17th Street
P.O. Box 128
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
(408)373-1993

(406) 375-6142
• counseling

• transitions

LIFELINE DIET MEALS. Low salt, low calorie,
low fat. Available as frozen entrees at
Monterey Nob Hill Market, Carmel Monte
Mart and the New Granary. For more in
formation, call 899-5040.

ESALEN-SWEDISH MASSAGE
Treat yourself to a nurturing, nourishing
one and one-half hour massage
Joni Caldwell, MA, CMT
373-2443

• personal growth
• stress management
• relationship issues

The Book Tree
• assertiveness training
• career & life planning

118 Webster St.
MASSAGE. Relaxing, therapeutic at af
fordable, sliding scale fees. Take care of
yourself! You deserve a massage by a certified
massage practitioner. Seven years ex
perience. Call Sue Ellen Stringer at 375-8959.
HOLISTIC MASSAGE FOR WOMEN: I am
a caring practitioner combining Swedish
massage, acupressure and creative
visualization techniques to enhance
energy, awareness and well being.
Reclaim your body and become your best
self. Massage can help relieve pain,
relieve stress, release blocked energy and
encourage the flow of your creative life
force. I am certified and offer discounts
to regular clients. House calls by ap
pointment only.
Lena Marie McGuire
CMT, Graduate of National
Holistic Institute
State certification No. 2918
372-1005

Individuals

Monterey, CA 93940

373-0228

COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS

COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS

Couples

•

Groups

lic# mm-16208

since

1966

Maryjo

tuesday
thru friday

hours ~
10 am • 5 pm

custom picture framing
408~372~2801

20% discount with this ad

the Bagel
Bakery
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS
COPIWORKS

-

4 LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU
Pacific Grove - 1180C Forest - 649-6272
Monterey - 201 Lighthouse - 649-1714
Salinas - 969 West Alisal - 758-0280
Carmel - 173 Crossroads
Highway 1 & Rio Rd. - 625-5180

BAGELS • BAGEL SANDWICHES • BEVERAGES • DESSERTS
Dine in or take out — the finest on the Peninsula . . . and always fresh.

Maggy's Pizza

TAKE OUT
AVAILABLE

. . . Quality Copying, Printing and Design
LASAGNE * SPAGHETTI • SALADS

A WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS

BEER AND WINE

207 16th Street, Pacific Grove

NEW HOURS
11:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Closed Tuesday

281 Lighthouse
Monterey, 646-1160

373-8273

Margot's
CYPRESS SUMMER WORKSHOPS

Cleaning Up
Your Life

Women
Changing

Programs led by:

CLAUDIA DANIELS, MFCC
State License No. MH012568

LYNNE WHITE DIXON, LCSW
State License No. LS006962

Through discussion, fantasy and
written exercises, learn a system
for managing time and goals that
will allow you to accomplish needed
tasks while increasing leisure and
personal time.
Date: Saturday, June 18
Time: 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Cost: $50, includes lunch
Spend a morning clarifying your
values and examining critical
choices and decisions. In the af
ternoon, explore new alternatives
and set goals.
Date: Saturday, August 6
Time: 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Cost: $50, includes lunch

Cafe Balthazar
“Natural, wholesome food from scratch."

170 FOREST AVE

373-1474

BARBARA LICHT-GREENBERG
MARRIAGE & FAMILY COUNSELOR

LIC. NO. MH 16969

(408)375-8111
feminist therapist
relationships
creating self-purpose
body images & eating disorders
communication skills
sexual orientation
domestic violence

Cypress Institul
563 Figueroa St'
Monterey. CA 93940
For more information ball: 372-6242

PACIFIC GROVE
Margot Wells

monthly all-day women's workshop
1010

CASS

STREET

MONTEREY.

CALIF.

93940
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A Benefit Showing
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